
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:
� Private arrival transfer by water taxi from Venice airport to 

the hotel pier
� 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
� Centrally located first class or deluxe/ superior first-

class hotels:
� 2 nights in Venice
� 2 nights in Florence
� 2 nights in Rome

� Daily breakfast
� Hotel taxes and service charges

� Regular walking tour in Venice
� High speed train Venice to Florence (economy tickets)
� Regular walking tour in Florence
� High speed train Florence to Rome (economy tickets)
� Regular tour skip-the-line Vatican Museums
� Private departure transfer to Rome airport

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH: 
� Our Escorted tours:
� Jewels of Croatia
� Once Upon a Time in Yugoslavia
� Capitals of the Habsburg Empire

� Any of our Adriatic cruises

HOTELS:
� First-class:
� Venice: Principe or Amadeus or similar
� Florence: NH Anglo American or similar
� Rome: NH Vittorio Veneto or similar

� Superior first-class:
� Venice: Luna Hotel Baglioni or similar
� Florence: NH Collection Porta Rossa or similar
� Rome: NH Collection Fori Imperiale or similar

ITINERARY: 

Day 1, arrive in Venice  
Upon arrival in Venice, you will be met, walk the pier to board 
a water taxi and transferred to your hotel pier. The rest of the 
day is free to relax or to begin exploring on your own.

Day 2, in Venice 
This morning, walking city tour starts at St. Mark’s Square. 
Visit the Doge’s Palace and St. Mark’s Basilica and view the 
Bell Tower and the Bridge of Sighs. The tour ends with a visit 
to a glass blowing factory where you will see a demonstration 
of a traditional Venetian glass blowing. The rest of the day is 
at leisure. (B)

Day 3, from Venice to Florence 
Make your own way to the Santa Lucia train station to take 
the train to Florence. Upon arrival in Florence, make your own 
way to your hotel & the rest of the day is free. (B)

Day 4: in Florence 
Today regular tour in the old city center to the Duomo 
Complex: Giotto’s Bell Tower, the Baptistery including the 
famous Porta Del Paradiso and the Cathedral with the 
magnificent Cupola Del Brunelleschi. A short walk brings you 
to the renowned Galleria dell’Accademia where you can 
admire the famous David by Michelangelo. (B)
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Day 5: from Florence to Rome 
Make your own way to the Florence train station to take the 
train to Rome. Upon arrival, make your own way to your hotel 
& the rest of the day is free. (B) 

Day 6, in Rome 
The regular tour Vatican Museums begins by coach, follow the 
ancient Aurelian Walls, which once surrounded the ancient 
city. Finally, on arrival at the Vatican Walls, your guide will 
then lead you into the Vatican Museums & St. Peter Basilica. 
Next, you arrive in the famous Sistine Chapel, to see the Last 
Judgement by Michelangelo. (B) 

Day 7, depart from Rome 
After breakfast, say arrivederci Roma as you are transferred to 
Rome airport for your flight home. (B)

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double 
occupancy. 
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

VENICE, FLORENCE & ROME
7 days independent journey by train

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Start End Per person 
double occupancy

Single 
supplement

10/01/21 10/31/21 $1,925 $1,128

11/01/21 11/26/21 $1,617 $820

11/27/21 12/24/21 $1,359 $562

12/25/21 01/06/22 $1,699 $902

01/07/22 02/04/22 $1,359 $562

02/05/22 03/31/22 $1,569 $772

04/01/22 07/11/22 $1,925 $1,128

07/12/22 08/25/22 $1,615 $818

08/26/22 09/06/22 $1,885 $1,088

09/07/22 10/31/22 $1,925 $1,128

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Start End Per person 
double occupancy

Single 
supplement

10/01/21 10/31/21 $3,399 $2,602

11/01/21 11/26/21 $2,599 $1,802

11/27/21 12/24/21 $2,099 $1,302

12/25/21 01/06/22 $2,669 $1,872

01/07/22 02/04/22 $2,099 $1,302

02/05/22 03/25/22 $2,599 $1,802

03/26/22 04/28/22 $3,185 $2,388

04/29/22 07/12/22 $3,469 $2,672

07/13/22 08/25/22 $2,875 $2,078

09/26/22 10/31/22 $3,469 $2,672

Attention: Tourist Tax is not included, payable by guest 
directly to hotels.

Minimum 4 nights: 
Venice Art Biennale: May 3-8, 2021 
New Year: December 30- January 2, 2021
Venezia Carnival: February 12-14, 2021
Easter: April 2-5, 2021
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